SEAMLESS BACKGROUND PAPER

- High-quality, Heavy-weight paper
- Fine-tooth, Non-reflective surface
- Acid-free and core-wound
- 65 vibrant colors
- Paper density: 145 - 180 GSM
- Core inner diameter: 2.125" • 100% recyclable

WIDETONE Seamless Background Paper

Extra-Wide - 140” X 35 YDS (3.56m X 32m)
Available in select colors
01-140 Super White
20-140 Black
46-140 Tech Green
70-140 Storm Gray

Available in all colors
26” X 12 YDS (66CM X 11M)
53” X 12 YDS (1.35M X 11M)
86” X 12 YDS (2.18M X 11M)
107” X 12 YDS (2.72M X 11M)
107” X 50 YDS (2.72M X 45.7M)

New!
107” X 12 YDS (2.72M X 11M)
107” X 50 YDS (2.72M X 45.7M)

Savage Background Paper is available at:
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MULTIPLE POLESTAND  N11097 STAND SUITABLE BACKGROUNDS\nPORT-A-STAND  N11090 HIGH QUALITY PORTABLE BACKGROUND STAND\nECONOMY STAND  N10204 DUAL BACKGROUND STANDS AND FRAMES\n
NEW!  12X12 BACKGROUND STAND  \nPRIMO STAND \nDUAL BACKGROUND STANDS FOR EVENTS AND PROMOTIONAL BANNERS

NEW!  12X12 BACKGROUND STAND  \nPRIMO STAND \nDUAL BACKGROUND STANDS FOR EVENTS AND PROMOTIONAL BANNERS

NEW!  UNIVERSAL BACKGROUND STAND  \n\nTHE STAND EXTENDS TO 14’ WIDE AND 17’ TALL TO ACCOMMODATE LARGE COMMERCIAL SHOTS, OF TRADERS PRODUCTIONS,\nLIGHTING FRAMEWORKS AND WEDDING BACKDROPS AS WELL AS FOR USE IN A CORNER SPACE.